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EXPANDABILITY AND COLLECTIONWISE NORMALITY

BY

J. C. SMITH AND L. L. KRAJEWSKI

Abstract. In 1958 M. Katëtov proved that in a normal space X, X is expandable

if and only if X is collectionwise normal and countably paracompact. This result has

since been used to answer many questions in various areas of general topology. In

this paper Katëtov's theorem is generalized for nonnormal spaces and various

characterizations of collectionwise normality are shown. Results concerning metriza-

tion, paracompactness, sum theorems, product theorems, mapping theorems and

M-spaces are then obtained as applications of these new theorems.

Introduction. In [14] L. Krajewski investigated the property of expanding

locally finite collections to open locally finite collections and obtained various

results relating this property with certain topological covering properties, metriza-

tion theorems, sum theorems and product theorems. In §1 we summarize the

known results concerning expandability, collectionwise normality and these

topological covering properties ; and then we show that every metacompact space

is almost expandable. In §2 we introduce various generalizations of the notion of

expandability and give characterizations for collectionwise normality. The theorem

of Katëtov [13] (Theorem 1.4 below) is then generalized. Characterizations of

expandability properties in terms of open covers are given in §3; and in §4 we

characterize the properties of paracompactness, subparacompactness, and meta-

compactness and establish equivalences in certain expandable spaces. Various

mapping theorems are proved in §5, and product theorems are obtained in §6.

We obtain results concerning subspaces and sum theorems in §7. As applications of

the previous results, metrization theorems are observed in §8. Examples and

unanswered questions are given in §9.

Remark. A space X is subparacompact (F„-screenable) if every open cover has a

(j-discrete closed refinement. The symbol \A\ will be used to denote the cardinality

of the point set A. A space X will be a Tx topological space unless otherwise stated.

1. Preliminary results.    The following definition is due to L. Krajewski [14].

Definition 1.1. A space Xis called m-expandable, where m is an infinite cardinal,

if for every locally finite collection {Fa : a e A} of subsets of X with \A\ ^m, then
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there exists a locally finite open collection of subsets {Ga : a e A} such that Fa^Ga

for all a e A. X is called expandable if X is m-expandable for all cardinals m.

Remark. We will refer to collections with the above property as being "expand-

able" or "expandable to locally finite open collections". We may also assume

the collection {Fa : a e A} to be a collection of closed sets as noted by Remark 2.3

of [14].

Definition 1.2. A locally finite collection Jr={Fa : a e A} is called bounded

locally finite if there exists an integer n > 0 such that each point x e X has an open

neighborhood N(x), such that N(x) intersects at most n members of IF.

It is easy to show that ^ = {Fa : a e A} is bounded locally finite if and only if

F = {Fa : a e A} is bounded locally finite.

Definition 1.3. A space X is called boundedly expandable if every bounded

locally finite collection of subsets of X is expandable. We note at this point that

m-boundedly expandable (as well as all other cardinality-dependent definitions

which naturally follow) are defined analogously as above and hence will be

omitted.

The following theorem is due to Katëtov [13].

Theorem 1.4. Let X be a normal space. Then

(i) X is collectionwise normal iff X is boundedly expandable,

(ii) X is expandable iff X is collectionwise normal and countably paracompact.

Definition 1.5. A space X is called almost expandable if every locally finite

collection of subsets of X is expandable to a point finite open collection. X is

almost discretely expandable if every discrete collection can be expanded to an

open point finite collection.

Theorem 1.6. (i) Every paracompact space is expandable.

(ii) Every metacompact space is almost expandable.

(hi) Every subparacompact expandable space is paracompact.

(iv) Every subparacompact almost expandable space is metacompact.

(v) A space X is countably paracompact iff X is H0-expandable.

(vi) A space X is countably metacompact iff X is almost it0-exPandable.

Proof. Parts (i), (iii), (v) and (vi) are proved in [14].

(ii) Let {Fa : a e A} be a locally finite collection of subsets of X. For each x e X,

let Nix) be an open neighborhood of x which intersects only finitely many Fa.

Define jV = {N(x) : x e X). Since X is metacompact, AA has a point finite open

refinement r = {Vö : 8 e D}. Define C7a = St (Fa, V) = \J {Ve"T : Vn Fa¿ 0}

for each a e A. Then Faç Ga for each a e A and {Ga : a e A} is point finite. Hence

X is almost expandable.

(iv) This is a corollary to Theorem 4.3 below.

Example. Let Í2 denote the first uncountable ordinal and X= [0, Q.) with the

usual order topology. It is well known that X is countably compact and collection-
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wise normal and hence expandable and almost expandable. X is neither para-

compact, subparacompact, nor metacompact however.

2. Discrete expandability and H. C. expandability.

Definition 2.1. A space X is called discretely expandable if every discrete

collection of subsets of X is expandable to a locally finite open collection.

Remark. We note here that discrete expandability is a somewhat weaker con-

dition than collectionwise normal. In fact any nonnormal finite space is expandable

and hence discretely expandable. We also note that every normal space is discretely

X0-expandable. The following gives a characterization for collectionwise normal

spaces.

Theorem 2.2. Let X be a normal space. Then X is m-collectionwise normal iff X

is discretely m-expandable.

Proof. The sufficiency is clear. Let {Fa : a e A} be a discrete collection of closed

subsets of X with \A\-¿m. Since A'is w-discretely expandable there exists a locally

finite open collection {Ga : aeA} such that Fa^Ga for each aeA. Define Ka =

Ga — \Jß¥,aFB so that Fa^Ka for each aeA. Since X is normal, there exists an

open collection {Va : aeA} such that Fa<=,Va^Va<^Ka for each aeA. Define

Ua= Va — (J/j#a Vß f°r eacn a e A. Then {Ua : a e A} is a mutually disjoint open

collection such that Fac jja for each aeA. Hence X is m-collectionwise normal.

Corollary 2.3. Let X be a normal space. Then X is collectionwise normal iff X

is discretely expandable.

The next definition is due to Lasnev [15].

Definition 2.4. A collection of subsets {Fa : a e A} is called hereditarily con-

servative (H.C.) if every collection {Va : aeA}, such that Vaç=Fa for every aeA,

is closure preserving.

Definition 2.5. A space X is called 77.C expandable if every locally finite

collection of subsets of X can be expanded to a hereditarily conservative open

collection. X is called discretely H.C. expandable if every discrete collection of

subsets of X can be expanded to a hereditarily conservative open collection.

Clearly expandable implies H.C. expandable and discretely expandable implies

discretely H.C. expandable. We also note that the property of expanding collections

to open closure preserving collections is useless, since each set can be expanded to

the whole space itself in every case.

Theorem 2.6. In a normal space X the following are equivalent:

(i) X is collectionwise normal,

(ii) X is boundedly expandable,

(iii) X is discretely expandable,

(iv) X is discretely H.C. expandable.
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Proof. The proof that (iv) implies (i) follows the same argument as in Theorem

2.2 above.

A natural question now arises as to whether the last three properties in the

preceding theorem are equivalent in a nonnormal space. The fact that (iii) and (iv)

are not equivalent is given in §9.

Theorem 2.7. A space X is boundedly expandable iff X is discretely expandable.

Proof. The sufficiency is clear. Suppose A'is discretely expandable. The proof is

by induction on n.

(i) For n=l, every 1-bounded locally finite closed collection is discrete and

hence expandable.

(ii) Assume that for i=l,2,..., n—l, every locally finite closed collection

3F={Fa : ae A) with sup {ord (x, IF) : x e X) íj i is expandable.

(iii) Suppose ¡F = {Fa : a e A} is a locally finite closed collection with

sup {ord (x, &) : x e X} = n.

We note that for every xe X, N(x) = X— [J {F e SF : x $ F} is an open neighbor-

hood of x which intersects at most n members of &. Now define

âgn = {B ç A : \B\ = n), KB = C\ F„ and Xn = {KB : Be<Mn).
BeB

Then 3fn is a discrete closed collection in X; for if N(x) intersects two distinct

members of Jfn, then N(x) must intersect at least n+1 distinct members of ß\

Since X is discretely expandable there exists an open locally finite collection

yn = {GB : z3e«,} such that KBçGB for each Be0Sn. Define G = \JBe$n GB and

■F*={Fa-G : aeA} so that sup {ord (x, &*) : x e X)<.n-\. By the induction

assumption (ii) above, there exists a locally finite open collection ir = {Va : a e A)

such that Fa-Gç Va for each aeA. Now define Ga= Va u {(J GB : KB^Fa} so

that Fa^Ga for each aeA. Since "F~ and ^n are locally finite, for each xe X there

exists an open neighborhood U(x) of x such that U(x) intersects only finitely many

members of "T and ^n. Also for fixed B e 3Sn, KB^Fa if and only if a e B. Therefore

U(x) intersects only finitely many Ga, and hence {Ga : ae A) is locally finite.

Thus 3F is expandable and X is boundedly expandable.

Remark. It should be noted at this point that expanding a bounded locally

finite collection to an open H.C. collection is equivalent to discrete H.C. expand-

ability by an argument similar to that for the previous theorem. It is also easy to

show that expanding a bounded locally finite collection to a point finite open

collection is equivalent to almost discrete expandability. We now have a generaliza-

tion of Katëtov's theorem.

Theorem 2.8. (i) A space X is expandable iff X is discretely expandable and

countably paracompact.

(ii) A space X is almost expandable iff X is almost discretely expandable and

countably metacompact.
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Proof, (i) By part (v) of Theorem 1.6 above the sufficiency is clear. Let !F =

{Fa : a e A} be a locally finite closed collection of subsets of X. We show that J^ is

expandable to an open locally finite collection. For each integer n^O, define

Sn = {xeX: ord(x,F)^n}. It is easy to show that {Sn : n = 0, 1,2,...} is a

countable open cover of X. Since X is countably paracompact and Sn^Sn+1 for

each n, there exists by Theorem 5 of [16], a locally finite open cover of X,

{Un : n = 0, 1, 2,...}, such that Un^Un^Sn for each n. Again since A"is countably

paracompact there exists a locally finite open collection {Vn : n = 0, 1,2,...} such

that Un <^Un S Vn s Sn for each «.Now define J^ = {t7nn F : Fe3F} = {F(n,a) :aeA}

so that S?n is a bounded locally finite closed collection in X. Since A'is discretely ex-

pandable and hence boundedly expandable, there exists a locally finite collection

1ßn = {G(n, a) : a e A} such that F(n, a)çG(n, a) for each a e A and G(n, a)^ Vn for

each n. Now define Ga = Uñ= i G(n, a) for each ae Aso that Fa^Ga and {Ga : a e A}

is locally finite. Therefore X is expandable.

(ii) By part (vi) of Theorem 1.6 above the sufficiency is clear. Let J5" = {Fa : aeA}

be a locally finite closed collection in X and {Sn : n — 0, 1, 2,...} be defined as in

part (i) above. Since X is countably metacompact there exists a point finite open

cover {Vn : n = 0, 1,2,...} of X such that K„£SB for each n. Define Hn = X—

Uk>n Vk so that 77„ is a closed set such that 77BçU?=0 V^Sn for each n. We

observe that {77* = 77„ n K„ : « = 0, 1, 2,...} is a point finite cover of Xsuch that

77*s77nç5n for each n. If x e X, then choose the largest i such that x e V¡. Then

x i U(c>i fk and hence x e 77¡ n Vt = H*. As in part (i) above,

JFB = {F(zz, «) = 77* n Fa : « e yi}

is a bounded locally finite collection. Since X is almost discretely expandable there

exists, for each n, a point finite open collection (Sn = {G(n, a) : aeA} such that

F(z7, a)^G(n, a) for each aeA. Define Gn = \JaeA G(n, a) so that

{Gn:n= l,2,...}u{X-[jFa\
I aeA       1

is a countable open cover of X. Again since X is countably metacompact, 'S has a

point finite open refinement {G* : n = 0, 1,2,...}. Finally

Ua=(j [G(n,a)nG*]:aeA
n = l

is a point finite open collection such that Faç Ua for each aeA. Therefore X is

almost expandable.

3. Characterizations in terms of open covers.

Definition 3.1. An open cover % is called an A-cover (^„-cover) if ^ has a

locally finite (a-Iocally finite), not necessarily open, refinement.

Remark. Every countable open cover is an A -cover [12] and clearly every

^4-cover is an ^„-cover. There are A^-covers which are not ,4-covers. Let A'be any
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regular subparacompact space that is not paracompact (Example 4.4 of [5]).

Then every open cover of A'is an ^-cover but not every open cover is an A-co\er,

since then X would be paracompact by a theorem of E. Michael [17].

The following lemma is due to Katëtov [13].

Lemma 3.2. A space X is expandable if and only if for every locally finite collection

F = {Fa | a e A} there is a locally finite open cover <% of X such that each element of

°li intersects only finitely many elements of F.

Theorem 3.3. A space X is expandable if and only if every Aa-cover has an open

locally finite refinement.

Proof, (i) Let X be expandable. If ^ is an A„-cover, then <% has a o--localIy

finite open refinement. Since X is countably paracompact, °ti has a locally finite

open refinement by E. Michael [17].

(ii) Let {Fa : a e A} be a locally finite collection of closed subsets of X. Define

0n={BçA : \B\=n} for n=l,2,..., #» = {*■-U««b Fa : Be ¡%n) and <%0 =

{X-\JaeAFa}. Then % = \Jf=0% is an open cover of X such that for Ue<%,

U intersects only finitely many members of F. Now define

Hn = {xe X : ord (x, F) = n}

for n = 1, 2,... and rT0 = %. For each n, let /K={[C\asB Fa] n 77n : B e 3S^. Since

F is locally finite, ir=\jr=o'^i is a <j-locally finite refinement of <%; so that °tt

has a locally finite open refinement. Therefore X is expandable by Lemma 3.2

above.

Corollary 3.4. The following are equivalent:

(i) X is collectionwise normal and countably paracompact,

(ii) X is normal and every A „-cover has a locally finite open refinement,

(iii) X is normal and every A-cover has a locally finite open refinement.

Proof. Katuta [12] showed the equivalence of (i) and (iii). The fact that (i) is

equivalent to (ii) follows from Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 1.4 above.

Definition 3.5. An open covering % is called a B-covering if <% has a bounded

locally finite refinement.

Lemma 3.6. A space is discretely expandable if and only if for every discrete

collection F = {Fa : ae A} there is a locally finite open cover $¿ of X such that each

member of°U intersects at most one member of ¡F.

Proof. The proof follows the same argument as that of Lemma 3.2 above.

Theorem 3.7. A space X is discretely expandable if and only if every B-cover has a

locally finite open refinement.

Proof. The proof follows from a simple modification of the proof of Theorem

3.3 above.
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Corollary 3.8 (Katuta [12]). A space X is collectionwise normal if and only if

X is normal and every B-cover has an open locally finite refinement.

4. Characterizations of paracompact, subparacompact and metacompact spaces.

The following definition is due to J. Worrell and H. Wicke [27].

Definition 4.1. A space X is d-refinable if every open cover of X has a refinement

*=Uf°°=i % satisfying the following:

(i) °UK is an open cover of X for each i,

(ii) for each xeX there exists a positive integer n(x) such that x belongs to only

finitely many members of ^n{x).

Clearly every metacompact space is 0-refinabIe.

E. Michael [19] and D. Burke [5] have shown that in a collectionwise normal

space the properties of paracompactness, subparacompactness, and metacompact-

ness are equivalent. We generalize this to the following

Theorem 4.2. Let X be a regular space. If X is discretely H.C. expandable the

following are equivalent:

(i) X is paracompact,

(ii) X is subparacompact,

(iii) X is metacompact,

(iv) X is 6-refinable.

Proof. It is clear that (i) => (ii) and (iii) => (iv). Also (ii) => (iv) by Theorem 1.6

of [6]. We show (iv) =► (i) by a method similar to that of E. Michael [19]. Let

<& = {Ga : aeA} be an open cover of X and <#< = (J¡°°= i % be a refinement of 'S

satisfying properties (i) and (ii) of Definition 4.1. Now for each i we construct a

sequence {^(i,j) : j=0, 1,...} of open collections such that

(1) ^(i,j) is hereditarily conservative for each j,

(2) each member of @(i,j) is a subset of some member of %,

(3) if x e X and x belongs to at most m members of %, then

xe\J{Ge<Z(i,j):0^jim},

(4) if x e (J {G : G e ^(i,j)} then x belongs to at least/ members of ^j.

The proof is by induction on/ Define &(i, 0)= 0 and assume ^(i,j) has been

constructed satisfying (l)-(4) above for O^j^n. We now construct 3?(/, n+1).

Let^¡={L7a : « e A¿, âS = {BçAt : |F|=n+l} and G(i,j) = \J{G : Ge^(iJ)}.

Define F(B)= [X- U?=o G(i,j)] n [X-\J {Ua : a e At-B}] for each BeSS. Then

!F = {F(B) : B e 3$} is a closed collection. We assert that 3? is discrete. Let xe X.

Case 1. x belongs to more than n +1 members of ^¡, say U(i, 1 ), U(i, 2),...,

U(i,k). Then U(x) = f~)k=1 U(i,j) is an open neighborhood of x which intersects

no member of !F.

Case 2. x belongs to less than n+1 members of %. From (3) above

xe{J{Ge$(iJ)--OSjïn}

which intersects no member of &.
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Case 3. x belongs to exactly n+1 members of %{; say {Uaic : k= 1, 2,..., n+1}.

Then U(x) = r)k±l Uttk intersects no member of J5" other than F(B) where

F = {a,, a2, . . ., an+1}.

Since X is discretely H.C. expandable, there exists an open H.C. collection

Cf = {K(B) : Be38} such that F(B)^K(B) for each BeâS, and each K(B) is con-

tained in some member of %. Now define L(B) = K(B) n [(~)aeB Ua] and 0(/, n + 1)

= {L(F) : BeâS). It is clear that (1), (2), and (4) above are satisfied by 0(/', n +1).

To show (3), let *e Z such that x belongs to at most n+1 members of ^¡. If

x $ U?=o G(i,j), then x e F(B) for some B eâiï and hence belongs to some member

of S(i,n+1).

Define ä?* = Uf=i ÍU/U fihj)}- Then 0* is a a-H.C. open refinement of <S.

Therefore ATs paracompact by Theorem 2 of [18].

Theorem 4.3. (i) Let X be an almost discretely expandable space. If X is sub-

paracompact then X is metacompact.

(ii) Let X be an almost expandable space. Then X is 6-refinable iff X is meta-

compact.

Proof, (i) Let <$ be an open cover of X. Then X subparacompact implies that 'S

has a <7-discrete closed refinement ^ = Ui°=i ^t where "ty¡={V(i, a) : a e At}. Since

X is almost discretely expandable there exists for each i, a point finite open collec-

tion d¡={K(¡, a) : ae At}, such that V(i, a)çF(z, a) for all a e A¡. Again we may

assume without loss of generality that Jf = \Jj°= y Jf¡ refines 'S. Hence X is a-meta-

compact. X is countably metacompact by Theorem 3 of [10]; and hence X is

metacompact.

(ii) Repeating the proof of Theorem 4.2 above and expanding the resulting

discrete collections at each stage to point finite open collections, it is easy to show

that Xis cr-metacompact and hence metacompact by Theorem 1.6(vi).

Corollary 4.4. Let X be a regular discretely H.C. expandable space and

X={J?L i F, where each F¡ is a closed subparacompact subspace of X. Then X is

paracompact.

Proof. D. Burke [5] has shown that X is subparacompact. Hence X is para-

compact by Theorem 4.2 above.

Corollary 4.5. Let X be a regular discretely H.C. expandable space. If X has a

a-locally finite closed cover, each element of which is subparacompact, then X is

paracompact.

Proof. Burke [5] has shown that subparacompactness is preserved under closed

maps and is hereditary for closed subsets. By a similar technique as that used in

the proof of Theorem 7.4 below, it then follows that locally finite unions of closed

subparacompact subspaces is subparacompact. Therefore X is paracompact by

Corollary 4.4 above.
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5. Mapping theorems.

Definition 5.1. A quasi-perfect (perfect) mapping/: X-> y is a closed onto map

such that f~\y) is countably compact (compact) for each y e Y. The following

lemmas are due to Lasnev [15] and Okuyama [24] respectively.

Lemma 5.2. The image of a hereditarily conservative collection under a closed map

is hereditarily conservative.

Lemma 5.3. Letf: X-> Y be quasi-perfect. Then {Fa : a e A} is locally finite in X

iff {f(Fa) : ae A} is locally finite in Y.

The following theorem generalizes a result of J. Mack [16].

Theorem 5.4. Let f: X -^ Y be quasi-perfect. If X is m-paracompact then Y is

m-paracompact.

Proof. By Theorems 2.4 and 3.4 of [14] 7 is w-expandable. Hence it is sufficient

to show Y is w-metacompact by Corollary 2.11.2 of [14]. Let % = {Ua : a e A} be

an open cover of Y with \A\^m. Then {/_1(^a) -aeA} has a locally finite open

refinement ir = {Va : ae A} such that J7^/-1^) for each aeA. Let 38 be the

family of all finite subsets of A so that \3S\ = \A\ ̂ m. Define rV(B) = (~)aeB Va and

let C7(F)= Y-f(X-W(B)) for each BeSS. Since/is a closed map G(B) is open

for each Be3S. Also y e G(B) implies that/" Hj)= W(B) and hence y e Ua for each

ae B. Therefore ^ — {G(B) : Be Sä} is a point finite open refinement of *%.

Theorem 5.5. Letf: X -> Y be a closed map. If X is almost expandable then Y is

almost expandable.

Proof. Let !F={Fa \ a e A} be a locally finite collection of subsets of Y. Then

{/" \Pa) \ ae A} is locally finite in X, and hence there exists a point finite open

collection {Ga \ a e A} such that/_1(Fa)çGa for each a e A. If Va= Y-f(X-Ga),

then Va is open and Faç Va for each aeA. Also {Va \ a e A} is point finite since

y e Va if and only if/"1(j)ç Ga.

Theorem 5.6. Letf: X—> Y be quasi-perfect. Then

(i) X is m-expandable iff Y is m-expandable,

(ii) if X is discretely expandable then Y is discretely expandable,

(iii) X is H.C. expandable iff Y is H.C. expandable,

(iv) if X is discretely H.C. expandable then Y is discretely H.C. expandable,

(v) X is almost expandable iff Y is almost expandable.

Proof. Part (i) is proved by Theorem 3.4 of [14]. Using Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3

above and applying the technique used in the proof of Theorem 5.5 above, the

remaining parts follow directly.

Theorem 5.7. Let f: X^ Y be a closed onto map. If X is discretely H.C. X0-

expandable and Y satisfies the first axiom of countability then 3f~\y) is countably

compact for each y e Y.
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1 of [22].

Corollary 5.8 (Morita-Hanai [22]). Let f: X^ Y be a closed onto map. If X

is normal and Y satisfies the first axiom of countability, then 8f' x(y) is countably

compact for each y e Y.

Theorem 5.9. Let f: X-> Y be a closed onto map such that 8f~\y) is countably

compact for each y e Y.

(i) If X is expandable then Y is expandable.

(ii) If X is discretely expandable then Y is discretely expandable.

(iii) If X is H.C. expandable then Y is H.C. expandable.

(iv) If X is discretely H.C. expandable then Y is discretely H.C. expandable.

(v) If X is m-paracompact then Y is m-paracompact.

Proof. By noting that each of the properties satisfies the closed subset theorem

(Theorem 7.2 below), all parts of the theorem are proved by a similar technique to

that used in Theorem 3.7 of [14] using Theorem 5.6 above.

Theorem 5.10. Let f: X'-> Y be a closed onto map, where Y satisfies the first

axiom of countability.

(i) If X is m-expandable, then Y is m-expandable.

(ii) If X is discretely expandable then Y is discretely expandable.

(iii) If X is m-paracompact then Y is m-paracompact.

(iv) If X is discretely H.C. expandable then Y is discretely H.C. expandable.

Proof. The proofs follow from Theorems 5.7 and 5.9 above.

Remark. Theorem 5.10(iii) extends a result of P. Zenor [28].

Theorem 5.11. Let f: X'-*■ Y be a closed onto map, where Y is normal and

satisfies the first axiom of countability. If X is an M-space then Y is an M-space.

Proof. Morita [21] has shown that iff is quasi-perfect, Fis normal and A'is an

M-space, then Fis an M-space. From part (i) of Theorem 5.10 above Fis expand-

able. By Theorem 5.7 above, 8f~\y) is countably compact for each y e Y. Now

for each y e Y, let py ef'^y) and define

U   ,     {^tif-\y))ifdf-\y)i 0

\f-1iy)-{Py}ií8f-\y)= 0

Then X* is a closed subset of A'and hence is an M-space. Also/* =f\X* is a closed

continuous mapping onto Y such that if*)~\y) is countably compact for each

y e Y. Therefore Y is an M-space by Morita's theorem.

6. Product spaces. The following lemma is essentially due to O. T. Alas [1].

Since a proof is not readily available we supply one here.

Lemma 6.1. Assume Y has two locally finite covers {Ca : a e A} and {Ua | a e A}

where, for each ae A, Ca£ Ua, Ca is compact and Ua is open. If X is m-expandable,

then XxY is m-expandable.

and   X* = X-\J Liy).
yeY
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Proof. Let Jr = {F<s : 8e D} he a locally finite collection of closed subsets of

Xx Y (with \D\ urn). For each a e A, let H(a, 8) = (Xx Ca) n F6 for each S e D.

Then {l~lx[H(a, 8)] : 8 e D} is a locally finite collection of subsets of X (with

cardinality ¿m), where l~lx: Xx Y-> X denotes the projection map. Since X is

wz-expandable there exists a locally finite collection {W(a, 8) : 8 e D} of open sets

such that Wx[H(a, 8)]c W(a, 8) for every 8 e D. Define G6 = \JaeA [W(a, 8) x UB].

Then G6 is open and FÓ^G6 for all 8 e D. It is easy to verify that {G6 : 8 e D} is

locally finite. Hence Xx Y is m-expandable.

Corollary 6.2. If X is expandable and Y is locally compact and paracompact

then Xx Y is expandable.

Corollary 6.3. If X is countably paracompact and Y is locally compact and

paracompact then Xx Y is countably paracompact.

Theorem 6.4. IfXis almost expandable and Y is locally compact and metacompact

then Xx Y is almost expandable.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 6.1 with the obvious modifications.

Corollary 6.5. If X is countably metacompact and Y is locally compact and

metacompact then Xx Y is countably metacompact.

S. Hanai [7] has shown the following

Theorem 6.6. IfYis compact and Xis any topological space, then f\x: Xx Y—> X

is a closed map.

Theorem 6.7. Let X be a space and Y be compact. Then

(i) X is expandable iff Xx Y is expandable,

(ii) X is H.C. expandable iff Xx Y is H.C. expandable,

(iii) X is almost expandable iff Xx Y is almost expandable.

Proof. The proofs follow directly from Theorems 5.6 and 6.6 above.

7. Subspaces and sum theorems. Any countably compact nonnormal space is

an example of a discretely expandable and discretely H.C. expandable space which

is not collectionwise normal.

To see that the various properties are not hereditary, consider the Sorgenfrey

plane Sx S in [26]. It can be shown that Sx S is not discretely expandable and not

almost expandable. However Sx S is a subset of its Stone-Cech compactification.

Lemma 7.1. Let "^ — {Vc : aeA} be a hereditarily conservative collection in S

and SÇ X. Then "F" n S={Va n S : aeA} is a hereditarily conservative collection

inS.

Proof. Let {Ua : ae A} be a collection of subsets of S such that Ua^Var\ S

for each aeA. Note that Ul=Uac\ Sç Va for each aeA. Therefore for B<=,A,
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Uzzeb Üf = {Je=B [Üen S] = Sn [U^b Üß] which is closed in S since \JBeB Ub is

closed in X. Hence "T n S is hereditarily conservative.

The proofs of part (i) in Theorems 7.2 and 7.3 below are found in [14].

Theorem 7.2. The Closed Subset Theorem holds for the following properties:

(i) expandable,

(ii) almost expandable,

(iii) discretely expandable,

(iv) H.C. expandable,

(v) discretely H.C. expandable.

Proof. We prove (iv). The other parts follow similarly.

Let F be a closed subset of X and {Fa : a e A] be a locally finite collection of

subsets of K. Then {Fa : a e A} is locally finite in X so that there exists a H.C.

collection of open subsets of X, {Ga : a e A} such that Fa^Ga for each a e A. By

Lemma 7.1 above {Ga n F : a e A} is a H.C. (in K) collection of open (in K)

subsets of F satisfying Fa<^Gar\ K for each ae A.

Theorem 7.3. For the properties P listed in Theorem 7.2 above the following

statement is true: If every open subset of X satisfies property P, then every subset of

X satisfies property P.

Proof. Again we prove only (iv). Let S be a subset of X and F = {Fa : ae A}

a locally finite collection of subsets of 5. For each x e S, let N(x) be an open set

containing x such that N(x) intersects only finitely many members of F. Define

U= \JxeS N(x) so that Sç U and U is open in X. Since F is locally finite in U,

there exists a collection {Ga : ae A} of open sets in X which is hereditarily con-

servative and satisfies Faç Ga for each a e A. By Lemma 7.1 above, {Ga <~\ S : ae A}

is hereditarily conservative in S and FaçGa n S for each ae A. Hence 5 is H.C.

expandable.

Theorem 7.4. The Locally Finite Sum Theorem is satisfied by all the properties

listed in Theorem 7.2 above.

Proof. We prove (iv). Let X=\JaeA Fa where F= {Fa : a e A} is a locally finite

closed collection. Let 5 be the disjoint topological sum of the members of F.

Then it is easy to show that/: S-> X, where f(x) = x for all x, is a quasi-perfect

map. Clearly S is H.C. expandable since each Fa is open and closed in S. Hence X

is H.C. expandable by Theorem 5.6.

Let Q be a class of topological spaces satisfying the following properties :

(I) If A' is a topological space such that every open subset of X belongs to Q,

then every subset of X belongs to Q.

(II) If X= [JaeA Fa, where {Fa : a e A} is a locally finite closed collection such

that each Fa belongs to Q, then X belongs to Q.

R. Hodel [9] has proved the following
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Theorem 7.5. Let X be a totally normal space such that X belongs to Q. Then

every subset of X belongs to Q.

In view of Theorems 7.3 and 7.4 above we therefore obtain the next two results.

Theorem 7.6. If X is totally normal with property P, then every subset of X has

property P for the following properties:

(i) expandable,

(ii) almost expandable,

(iii) discretely expandable,

(iv) H.C. expandable,

(v) discretely H.C. expandable.

Theorem 7.7. Let 'S be a o-locally finite cover of X such that the closure of each

element of 'S satisfies property P. Then X satisfies property P, where P is any of the

properties listed in Theorem 7.6 above.

8. Metrization theorems. The authors have noted that the previous results can

be used to generalize a number of metrization theorems. These observations are

summarized in Theorems 8.3 and 8.4 below with proofs left for the interested

reader. Two important definitions are included. The remaining definitions and

results are found in K. Morita [20], A. Okuyama [24], F. Siwiec and J. Nagata [25]

and K. Nagami [23].

Definition 8.1. A space X is called developable if there exists a sequence

'Sx, "S2,... of open covers of X such that, for each xe X and each open set U

containing x, there exists a positive integer n(x, U) such that St (x, ^n{x.vy)—U-

A regular developable T2 space is called a Moore space.

Definition 8.2. A base SS for a space A'is called a uniform base if every infinite

subfamily of 9B having a common element x e X is a neighborhood base for x.

Theorem 8.3. The following are equivalent for a T2 space X:

(i) X is metrizable,

(ii) X is a discretely expandable Moore space,

(iii) X is an expandable space with a uniform base,

(iv) X is an M-space and a o-space.

Theorem 8.4. The following are equivalent for a regular T2 space X:

(i) X is metrizable,

(ii) X is an M§-space, a a§-space and discretely H.C. expandable,

(iii) X is a WA-space, a a-space and discretely H.C. expandable,

(iv) X is a a-space, discretely H.C. expandable and has a point countable base,

(v) X is discretely H.C. expandable and has a uniform base.

9. Examples and questions. Professor O. T. Alas [1] has pointed out to the

authors the first two examples.
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Example 1. Let F be the set of real numbers with the usual topology and p $ R.

Let X=R u {p} and define the topology r on X by the following:

(1) For t e R, V^X is an open neighborhood of t in X iff V n R is an open

neighborhood of / in F.

(2) For the point p $ R, l/ç X is an open neighborhood of p iff pe U and

(X— U) n F is a countable closed set in F.

It then follows that (A", t) is a Lindelöf Ti-space which is not Hausdorff. The

space (X, r) can easily be shown to be discretely H.C. expandable but not discretely

expandable.

Example 2. In Example 1 above, if the "ideal" point p is replaced by countably

many such points, then the resulting space can be shown to be a space which is

0-refinable but not countably metacompact.

Example 3. An example of an almost expandable space which is not discretely

H.C. expandable, and hence not expandable is Michael's modification of Bing's

example in [19].

A number of open questions still remain:

(1) Are almost discretely expandable spaces countably metacompact?

(2) Are expandable screenable spaces paracompact?

(3) Which of the expandable properties are hereditary for Fff-subsets? (The

referee has noted that almost expandability is inherited by Fa-subsets.)

(4) Is the necessary condition true for parts (ii) and (iv) of Theorem 5.6?

(5) Consider any cardinal m> K0. Is there a space A" which is /^-expandable but

not (m+ l)-expandable?

(6) Are the properties of discretely expandable and discretely H.C. expandable

equivalent in Hausdorff spaces ?
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